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current. The further use of alternating current for the signal
relay would permit selective operation of the latter without inter-
ference from the power current. Such a system is successfully
used in the New York subway, its principle of operation being
illustrated by Fig. 87.
By referring to this figure it will be seen that one rail, termed
the "block rail," is insulated in sections one block in length
constituting a circuit for signal current only. The other rail
carries the current from the trains and also acts as a common
return circuit for the signal system. Alternating current for
the signal circuit and also for the signal lamps is supplied through
transformers from single-phase alternating current mains
paralleling the track. If the power current is flowing in the
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Trolley or Third Rail
Fia. 87.-—Single rail alternating current block gignal.
return rail from left to right, the voltage between rails at B will
be slightly less than at A due to the fall of potential in the rail.
This will cause sonic of the direct current to pass through the
relay connected between the rails at A, thence through the
block rail and the transformer secondary to the return rail
at B) the latter forming a high resistance shunt path to the
length of return rail AB. In order to limit the amount of this
current which would otherwise produce a uni-directional mag-
netic field in the relay and transformer, high non-inductive re-
sistances arc inserted in series with the relay and transformer
secondary and a reactance coil shunted across the relay. While
the direct power current following the block rail will pass freely
through this reactance, the signal alternating current will be

